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(2) z(p) = 2ie- pf e t dt = 2ie p Erfc (-ip) 
-ip 

with no restrictions on p. We also have 

(3) z(p) = iT' W (p) 

where w(p) is the function considered by Fried and Conte [1], and Faddeeva and 
Terent'ev [2]. Let ju = t - x in (1). Then 

-1/2 7 ue sinh 2ux du 1/2 Jeo cosh 2ux du 
(4) z(p) = Z(X, y) = 7r u2 + V2 

+ 
i*V7r- J u2 + X2 

and these integrals are essentially the so-called Voigt functions. Both of the latter 
integrals are easily evaluated using the trapezoidal rule. For details on this technique, 
see Hunter and Regan [3], and the references given therein. Using this procedure, 
the present authors tabulate in Part I, z(p) and z'(p) = -2 - 2p z(p) for x = 0(0.1) 20, 
y = 0(0.1)10, IIS. The Part II tables are as above, except that -y = 0(0.1)10. Part II 
also contains the first 200 zeros of z(p) and z'(p), 11 S, and the first 200 zeros of Erf (p), 
11 S. Each part has an errata insert which pertains only to the introduction and has 
no bearing on the numerical data. In the tables, the first and second columns listed, 
for example, under z(x, y) -z(p) are the real and imaginary parts of z(p), respec- 
tively. The authors remark that the Fried and Conte [1] tables were found to contain 
inaccuracies, particularly when y < 0, and that the present work was done to fill the 
need for a more accurate tabulation. Certainly, this is the most extensive tabulation 
of the error function available. 
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The Jacobian elliptic functions with complex argument arise in numerous applica- 
tions, e.g., conformal mapping and tabular values are available in [1] and [2]. Often, 
one desires the inverse function. This could be accomplished by inverse interpolation 
in the above tables. However, such a procedure is inconvenient and of doubtful 
accuracy, especially in some regions where a small change in the variable produces 
a large change in the function. Charts are available in [1] from which qualitatively 
correct values of the inverse could be deduced, but no prior explicit tabulation is 
known. 
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Consider 

z = sn(, k), z = a + ib, X = u + iv, 

u + iv = sin-'(a + ib) = F(V, k), 

a + ib = sin V/ = sin(O + imp), 

where F(,t, k) is the incomplete elliptic integral of the first kind, and k is the usual 
notation for the modulus. Let C, D, E, and F stand for certain ranges on the param- 
eters. Thus: 

C: 0(0.1)1; D: 0.9(0.01)1; 

E: 0.01(0.01)0.1; F: 0.1(0.1)1. 

Let K and K' be the complete elliptic integrals of the first kind of modulus k and k' = 

(1 - k2)2, respectively. Then the tables give 5D values of u/k + iv/k' for 

k = sin 0, 0 = 5?(5?)85?(1?)89? 
and the ranges 

a = C, b= C; a D, b= C; a= C, F E; a C, 1F = F; 

a =E, b =C; a-= F, b =C; a E, b E; 

a =F, b =F. 

The headings for each page were machine printed and here no confusion should 
arise provided one understands that K = sin 5, for example, should read k = sin 5?. 

The method of computation and other pertinent formulas are given in the intro- 
duction. 
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